The Testimony

Truth, Antisemitism, Genocide

“The truth can never be buried, in time even the
stones will talk”

By Susanne Gräslund och Anders Hultman, 2015.
Inspired by the books The Crime and the Silence by
Anna Bikont and Neighbours by Jan T. Gross.

The Testimony is a feel-bad scenario about the course of events in a small
village in eastern Poland during the first years of WWII. In a war struck
countryside, the Catholics turned against their neighbours, an almost
equally large Jewish population, and burned them alive or killed them in
other savage ways. Because more or less everyone who survived were
involved in the killings or benefited from them the truth was denied for a
very long time and was not unveiled until recently.
With the help of storytelling techniques we will revisit the events that took
place in Jedwabne. You will be playing a witness and a perpetrator trying to
remember your part in the murders so many years ago. You will be reliving
your memories from the massacre as the story of what happened in the
little village unfolds with the help of fragments from different testimonies.
There will be brutality, horrors and death. In the end you will have to make a
final choice.
This scenario is about acknowledging oneself as perpetrator and how easy it
is to suppress difficult memories and reformulate past events to be able to
keep on living with oneself, and how almost anybody can become a
perpetrator under the right circumstances.

Copyright and disclaimer
This Scenario is published under Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License.
Facts in the scenario is mostly gathered from the books The Crime and the Silence by Anna Bikont and Neighbours by Jan T.
Gross. The scenario is loosely based on facts from the books which are in turn partly based on unconfirmed sources.
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Instruction for the game master
Scenario abstract
The Testimony scenario is played in 8 scenes, each beginning with an introduction by the game master
and then finishing with a group discussion also led by the game master. During those 8 scenes, the
characters (who are all perpetrators in the murder of close to 400 Jews in July 1941) will successively
admit more details about their parts in the massacre. The role of the game master is to pace the game
and the intensity by asking questions. In the beginning, the game master will be positive and supportive,
but as the game progresses the game master will become more and more aggressive and intense.
Finally, the characters will be forced to make a choice - whether they can stand for their actions or
remain silent.

Preparation
As a game master you should prepare yourself by doing the following:
1. Read through this game master document.
2. Print 4 player documents for the players (you don’t need to read these as they don’t contain
anything that is not also in the game master document)
3. Familiarize yourself with the introductory texts and the ending so that you can read them aloud
or paraphrase them (tell them with your own words).
4. If possible, prepare a sound system with the 9 music pieces being used in the scenario.

The Music
The music is an important part of this scenario. The idea is to give the players some time to prepare and
think before the scenes. The 9 pieces have been collected in a Spotify list: http://bit.ly/jedwabne
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Tell the world - Eric Hutchinson
Memories of the past - Piano, Gonella
Show me the truth -- Sweet Toot
Something’s not right here - OneRepublic
Silent my song - Lykke Li
Complex Heaven -- Brian Eno
Reaping day - - Hunger games
Deathbed - - Anna von Hausswolff
An Ending (Ascent) - Brian Eno

You will need to find the setting in your music player to put a single tune on repeat as each tune will be
played over and over again during its scene. Two clicks on the repeat symbol gives repeat of a single
tune in many players including Spotify.
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The scenes
Each scene follows the same procedure. We advise you to follow it closely and consistently so that it
becomes a bit of a ritual after the first scenes which makes it easier not to miss anything. Each scene
(except the introduction and the ending) contain these steps:
1. Ask the players to turn to the next page and read the text
2. Prepare the tune to be played on the sound system while the players are reading
3. Ask the players to stand up after they turn their papers upside down to indicate that they are
ready.
4. Move the chairs into position and ask the players to sit down again.
5. Start the music and play for approximately 60s
6. Turn down the volume and put the tune on repeat
7. Read or paraphrase the introductory text to the scene
8. Address the first question to Marian Karolak
9. Continue the interviews until the scene is done
Note that all text in italic is meant to be read aloud or paraphrased by the game master.

The Game Master as interviewer or interrogator
As the game master of Testimony, you will primarily have three functions, storyteller, functionary and
interviewer. The third part can be quite demanding, and some advice can help.
The progression of the Scenario works best if the interviewer initially treats the characters as respected
citizens and good Poles who are asked to tell their story. For this phase the game master should keep to
open ended questions without including the possible answers within the question, like “What did you do
on the 10th of July 1941” or “What was your impression of that place?”. With open ended-questions you
will get more colourful answers and will be perceived as less aggressive.
Later on, in scenes 5 – 7 the tension rises, and closed-ended questions are more appropriate. It could be
questions like “Did you set fire to the barn?” or “How many Jews did not get up after the beating?”.
When playtesting we have noticed that the players often retell the story they have received without
having to be asked many questions along the way. And that is fine. The questioning by the game master
is not a central part of the game and if they are willing to tell the truth without the game master
prompting them with questions just let them. But if more questions are needed use the suggestions
above to keep the game progressing.
Before a scene is concluded it can be a good idea to ask the characters something open like “Does
anyone have anything to add?” to give the players a chance to bring up something they have forgotten
or haven't gotten around to.
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Information included in the player documents
General information
The four participants play survivors from the second world war. You all come from the Polish village
Jedwabne and you know or know of each other. Now the year is 1995 and a few years have passed since
the iron curtain fell. Many things can be talked about much more openly these days. You have been
summoned to a meeting at the Institute of National Memory in Warsaw where you will bear witness to
the terrible happenings you experienced during the war, now about 50 years ago. You are all very old
when the scenario takes place, but that is an unimportant fact which you don’t have to take into
consideration. Also, please do not act on impulses to leave the meeting.
In this scenario, you will be asked to recount memories based on short text pieces. You are welcome to
add or remove information as you wish. The texts are meant to be starting points. The game master will
most likely ask a lot of questions that you could either improvise answers to or just say that you don’t
remember. Maybe you will come up with more details a bit later? You can also add comments to the
other characters stories, ask questions to the others or even accuse them of having done or not done
certain things. The atmosphere will darken as the scenario progresses.

The characters
Marian Karolak – Mayor in Jedwabne. Firm, authoritative and a devout Catholic. Received strong
support from the clergy. Agitated the people by talking about settling things with the Jews once and for
all. Spread stories about it being the Jews who crucified Jesus, that they took Christian blood for matze
(Jewish holy bread) and were the cause of most evil things in the world. Spread the message from the
Catholic church: “Lord, keep Poland free from the Jews”.
Jerzy Laudanski - Odd-jobber, loud and rough. The youngest brother of three in a very Polish and
patriotic family. The father was a local champion of the Nationalistic party and was jailed by the Russians
in 1939. Laudanski was a turn-coat and served the Russians under the Soviet occupation and then the
Germans when they came into power. Together with his brothers he used to harass Jews when he got
the chance. For example by calling them names and stopping people who wanted to go into the Jewish
shop. Joined the Home army (Polish resistance organisation) during the war, but was caught by the
Germans in 1942 and deported to Auschwitz and later Sachsenhausen. Survived miraculously and
returned home after the war. In 1949 (during the communist era) a brief trial was held where 22
persons were prosecuted for assisting the Germans in their murder of the Jews in Jedwabne. Laudanski
was sentenced to 15 years in jail against his denial and was set free after 8 years.
Jerzy Laudanski tried to start several businesses before the war, but it was difficult. “I invested in apples
and cloth. The Poles always bought from the Jew as he had lower prices. And why, because the Jews had
capital! They owned mines, storehouses and ruled everything here and there. And I was already mad as I
didn’t have a job”
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Karol Bardon – a very good mechanic, good at talking himself into opportunities and out of trouble.
Came originally from Silesia, in the southwest of Poland. Came to Jedwabne in the early 30s. Bardon was
a member of the Gorsoviet (city council) during the Soviet occupation and governed the food supply.
When the Russians left he started helping the Germans instead. Moved into an abandoned Jewish house
after the Jews disappeared. In 1949 (during the communist era) a brief trial was held where 22 persons
were prosecuted for assisting the Germans in their murder of the Jews in Jedwabne. Bardon was
sentenced against his denial, first to death, but got it changed to 15 years in prison after he promised to
tell more details.
Bronislaw Slezynski – a grumpy farmer who owns a big farmstead in Jedwabne. The family has lived in
the village and farmed the land as long as can be remembered. Slezynski’s uncle was deported to the
Soviet Union in 1940 and never came back. Slezynski was a member of the National party and a good
friend of the Laudanski family. Shares the view that Poland must remain Polish and that the Jewish race
is immune to assimilation. During the Soviet occupation he more than once heard arrogant Jews say that
the time of the Poles was over. The Poles were desolated by the loss in the war, but the Jews didn’t
show any grief. If the Jews had just known their place during the Soviet occupation, just as they did
before the war, none of this would have happened.

Preparations before the game starts
There are three parts to the preparations before the game starts:
1. Introductions and icebreaker
2. The characters are handed out and read
3. The structure of the game is explained
4. The background is told

1. Introductions and icebreaker
Begin by gathering your players in a circle. Ask everyone to calmly write down on a piece of paper,
PostIT-note or similar their expectations and their doubts concerning the game. When everyone is done
writing let them introduce themselves with name, a few words about previous experience of similar
games and their expectations and doubts.
After this round an Icebreaker is great for loosening up. An opportunity to move a little together, maybe
touch and laugh a bit. A good example of a fitting Icebreaker is: Friends and Enemies.

Friends and Enemies
Instructions: Place the participants in a circle, facing inward. Give the following instructions step by step:
1. Every participant secretly chooses one other person in the group who is their “enemy”.
2. When this is done the task is to try to move in the room in such a way as always being as far
away from your enemy as possible.
3. End this exercise after a short time.
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4. Gather again in the circle.
5. Now it is time for the hard part. Ask the participants to choose an additional secret relationship a friend.
6. Ask them now to try to move in the room so as to always place themselves between the friend
and the enemy.
7. End it after a few minutes of moving about.
8. Worth noting: Tell the participants not to run and not to use force, or violence. If you feel
comfortable with both leading and participating do not hesitate joining the exercise.

2. The characters are handed out and read
You can cast the characters in any way you wish. Randomly or by your choice. All the characters are
male and regardless of whether the player is a male or female the character stays male. If you are
playing with only 3 players you can remove Karol Bardon.
Note: Tell the players explicitly to only read page 2 in the player booklet at this time.

3. The structure of the game is explained
Explain how this is a game of around 8 scenes and before most scenes they will get additional
information. Our experience is that you should stress that the characters will get the opportunity to
make a choice in the end scene. The choice is based on their take on the character and the result is not
pre-written.

4. The background
This is a short description of the relationship between Jews and Poles in Jedwabne before the war and a
general outline of what happened to Eastern Poland and Jedwabne during the war. Read or paraphrase
the following.
Poles and Jews did not differ greatly in how they dressed, their children went to the same schools and
they lived wall to wall. Despite this they lived separate lives with different languages and cultures. The
young Jews knew how to speak Polish, but only spoke Yiddish at home. The jewish kosher dietary laws
separated the food they ate, and the religions separated the holidays they celebrated. The Jewish
children studied hebrew and jewish history after school. They also helped out in their parents’ workshops
and stores. The Polish children went out into the fields after school and helped out with farming. The
National Independence Day on the 11th of November was celebrated by both groups with church mass
for Poles and a gathering in the synagogue for the Jews.
In the decade leading up to the War the public life in Poland began focusing more and more on the
National Party and the Catholic Church. The Poles and The Jews grew further apart and with the growing
poverty increasing blame was put on the Jews who were somewhat less poor.
The Catholic Church published a weekly magazine focusing on “The Jewish Question” with headlines like
“Jews are taking liberties”, “Confiscate jewish land” and “This is how Poland got jewified” The magazine
urged separation between the groups and encouraged the Poles to only shop in Polish stores. “He who
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trades with the jew, employs jewish doctors, attorneys or craftsmen will answer before God and the
nation for the growing poverty and criminality in Poland, for the increasing communism, godlessness and
socialism.” “It is not without reason that we believe the Jews to be parasites. Our emotional perception
of them is similar to our perception of the louse or bed bug.”
Several pogroms were committed in the late 30:ties when youth from National Party went about
crushing windows in the jewish stores and beating Jews. Many Jews were beaten, raped or simply killed
outright. Despite all this terror most Jews led comparatively safe and good lives within their strong
parallel society with institutions, banks and schools. Contempt for the illiterate, drinking and violent
Poles was widespread among the Jews.
When the Russians came to power in the eastern part of Poland in the beginning of the war large groups
of poles and Jews were deported. Everyone had their stores and workshops confiscated. Malnutrition and
poverty were widespread.

Historic overview
Present this timeline to the players to give them an overview of the backstory and where this game fits
in the overall story.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1918 Poland wins its independence after WWI
1919 – 21 Poland wins a war against the Soviet Union
1930: ties Nationalism and Anti-Jewish policy grows strong in Poland
1939 Germany invades and occupies western Poland while the Soviet Union invades and
occupies eastern Poland (where Jedwabne is situated)
1939 – 1941 Jedwabne is under Soviet occupation
June 1941 Germany attacks the Soviet Union and occupies the rest of Poland.
July 1941 All the Jews of Jedwabne are killed
1945 Germany capitulates, and Poland ends up as a communist country under soviet influence
1949 A trial is held in Poland about the killing of the Jews from Jedwabne
1989 The communist party falls, and Poland is democratized
1990: ties The Testimony takes place
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The game begins
Scene 1: (Music: Tell the world - Eric Hutchinson)
The chairs are put in a ring so that the players can see each other, as you probably sat during the
preparation. The game master starts by welcoming the characters and tell them why they are there:
Welcome to the Institute of National Memory and our program series about the second world war.
Today we will talk about life in the Polish countryside during the war and you have all been invited to tell
us about your experiences in your own words. As we all know, Poland was hit by the war as we were
attacked more or less simultaneously by both Germany and The Soviet Union through their nonaggression agreement from 1939, also called the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact. The Lomza area in the East,
was struck the hardest as it was first occupied by The Soviet Union and then by the Nazi-Germany. We
who are young today can only guess what you must have had to live through.
The game master then goes on to interview all four characters in the order listed below and asks nicely
about their names, where they live now and what they do. Also, where they lived during the war etc.

Information given to the players for this scene
Marian Karolak:
Well, my name is Marian Karolak and I live in Bialystok where I have worked for a long time in the town
government. During the war, I was the Mayor of Jedwabne where I also lived. I tried to keep everything
together best as I could. I continued as mayor a few years after the war, but I chose to step down in
1949 when we also moved to get better opportunities in a larger town.
Jerzy Laudanski:
My name is Jerzy Laudanski and I live in Pisz. I work with bee farming with my older brothers.
I grew up in Jedwabne and there I lived during the war, the first half in any case. I was a member of the
counter movement and so I was pinched by the Germans and deported to Auschwitz and several other
camps after that. I really had to put up with a lot of bad stuff for the sake of Poland. Finally I came back
to Jedwabne and lived there for quite some time, but the we decided we would be better off by moving
a bit further north. It is probably 20 years ago now at least.
Karol Bardon:
I am Karol Bardon and I work as a mechanic, you know mending broken machines and such. Well, I don’t
work that much anymore, but my shop has been taken over by my son and grandson and it is the most
popular one in the area. I live in the same house as I always did. Unfortunately not many others do as all
young people move away to the cities where the jobs are. The politicians don’t care about the
countryside anymore.
Bronislaw Slezynski:
Bronislaw Slezynski. I was born in Jedwabne and I have lived there my entire life. I will surely die there as
well. My family has owned the farm as long as anyone can remember. Now it is my children and
grandchildren who run it, but I have a little cottage where I live a good life. Otherwise, not much
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happens in Jedwabne these days. Occasionally journalists show up and snoop around and ask questions
about the old days. Then I want to tell them what actually happened.
GM: That is really good as it is precisely what we aim to do here today, talk about old memories. We are
just about to begin.

Scene 2: (Music: Memories of the past - Piano, Gonella)
The chairs remain in the ring facing each other.
Before we start I thought that you should sit down for a moment and think about something positive
from your childhood in Jedwabne. Maybe you play with something or run in the sunshine over green
fields? Maybe you remember the feeling of cold mud between your toes down by the river, the smell
from spring flowers in the meadow or how you pulled the hair of that girl?
Then you catch sight of a bunch of jewish kids from your school class playing and swimming in the river.
You walk there and wet their clothes and chase them away.
Ask each character to recount a memory from their childhood in the same order as before:
1. Marian Karolak
2. Jerzy Laudanski
3. Karol Bardon
4. Bronislaw Slezynski

Information given to the players for this scene:
Nothing except the landscape picture. They will have to improvise a memory. Encourage them to tell
about something positive and nice.
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Scene 3: (Music: Show me the truth - Sweet Tooth)
Place the chairs with their backs against each other so that the players cannot see each other. The game
master starts the introduction:
The aim of this meeting is to talk about old memories in order to document what actually happened
during the war, and in particular what happened in the summer of 1941. In June that year, the Germans
launched their attack on the Soviet Union and the first thing they did was to occupy Eastern Poland
including Jedwabne. What has been revealed to the world is that the Germans killed all the Jews in your
village on July 10th in 1941. What do you actually remember from that day?

Information given to the players for this scene:
Marian Karolak:
In the morning of July 10th, a large group of German gendarmes, military police, arrived in trucks. They
must have been at least 60 and their commander forced me to meet them in the city hall. They
informed me that they planned to kill all the Jews in Jedwabne that day, and that all Poles must stay out
of their way. Afterwards I called for a meeting with all the Poles in town and told them about the
German’s plans so that they would not get into trouble as well.
Jerzy Laudanski:
Just as mayor Karolak just described, a large group of Germans gendarmes arrived in the morning of July
10th. After that we were called to a meeting where we were told that the Germans planned to kill all
Jews that day and that we needed to stay away. So I walked out into the fields and worked with the hay
harvest. I could hear that the Germans were doing a lot of bad stuff in the village, and I didn’t return
home until late in the evening.
Karol Bardon:
Just as the mayor and Jerzy just told you, a lot of Germans arrived in Jedwabne in the morning of July
10th, aiming to killing all the Jews. I was working with a car the whole day and also we were told to stay
away, but the village is small so of course we couldn’t avoid seeing some of what happened. The
Germans wanted to make it clear that the Russians didn’t rule here anymore and so they forced the
Jews to tear down the statue of Lenin that had been put on the main square by the Soviets. It must have
been almost impossible with no or very bad tools, but finally they succeeded. Then they had to walk in a
procession carrying the statue while singing Russian songs. Finally they had to dig a hole to bury the
statue in. After that all the Jews were shot by the Germans and they buried them in the hole as well. The
Nazi Germans were really cruel.
GM: So you spent the whole day repairing a car, but you anyway walked down to the square to have a
look?
Bronislaw Slezynski:
It was a really hot day and the others already told you what happened. After the Germans killed all the
Jews who carried the statue, they collected all that were left in the square and then they demanded that
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someone to give up their barn so that all the Jews could be locked up there. There were women and
children, a few pregnant and many elderly people who couldn’t defend themselves. They pointed at me
and asked me if I had a barn and then forced me to give it to them. The Germans then led all the Jews
inside the barn, locked it and spilled gasoline on it and put it on fire. I couldn’t stand the sight of it so I
went home, but of course I heard the screaming from the other side of the street. The smoke stayed for
a long time. I never got any reimbursement for the barn.
GM: Didn’t anyone try to help the Jews and let them out?

Scene 4: (Music: Something’s not right here  OneRepublic)
Place the chairs turned outwards in a half circle so that they cannot see each other well. The Game
master sits down behind them and starts by telling:
According to German documentation there is no evidence that there were any large numbers of Germans
in Jedwabne on July 10th, 1941. In fact, no one has been able to prove they were more than a handful.
What do you have to say about that?
The Game master interviews the characters in the same order again.

Information given to the players for this scene:
Marian Karolak:
Well, Poland was swarming with Germans that summer. From June, they occupied the whole country
and trucks were going back and forth all the time. I might have remembered things slightly wrong so I
guess there weren’t 60 Germans on that specific day, but they were many and they forced me into a
meeting where they told me that all Jews in Jedwabne had to be killed. All Poles had to assist, or else we
would meet the same fate. So I had to call all the Poles to a meeting and order them to help the
Germans collect all the Jews in the square.
GM: So you were threatened by the Germans?
The Jews in Jedwabne, burned alive or not. Their fate was sealed. The Germans would have killed them
sooner or later. It was the punishment by God! The Germans staged it all and used the Poles as actors.
Jerzy Laudanski:
The mayor is right! There were maybe not 60 Germans in total, but I saw many of them and when I was
on my way to the fields with my pitchfork, I was stopped and ordered to come with them instead. They
forced me to follow them around town and pick up Jews and force them to go to the square. The square
had become completely overgrown with weeds during the Russian occupation. The Germans liked good
order and so now they wanted the Jews to remove all the weeds. Especially I remember a young
mother, breastfeeding her baby. The Germans killed the baby and then forced the weeping mother to
come with them. They were awful!
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Karol Bardon:
At that meeting, the mayor told us that we must to help the Germans to take care of the Jews. We
didn’t dare to refuse as they would have killed us as well then. They had tons of weapons! I was forced
to go to the square and gather the Jews around that statue. Then we came up with the idea that they
should sing that the war was their fault. After all it was true, as they had invited the Russians and
welcomed them with open arms as the Red Army marched into Jedwabne. Now as the Germans finally
had come and liberated us it was just fitting. When the Germans had shot all the Jews, we were forced
to help bury them in the hole they had been digging for the statue.
GM: So it was the mayor who gave you orders to collect all the Jews in the square?
Bronislaw Slezynski:
We were forced by the Germans to help them and as my barn was so close to the square, I was pointed
out to be the one who had to sacrifice my barn. I didn’t dare do anything else as I know what the
Germans were capable of. We were civilians and they had big weapons. I had to show them the way and
the Jews didn’t protest at all. I will never forget how they screamed as they died, but I did not dare open
the doors to let them out.
GM: So you didn’t go home, but stayed to watch?

Scene 5: (Musik: Silent my song  Lykke Li)
Place the chairs on a line facing the same direction. The game master should stand behind them.
The game master tells that all four characters were prosecuted in a trial that later was called the August
trials in 1949, under the communist dictatorship. Two of them, Laudanski and Bardon, were convicted of
assisting the Germans in their murder of the Jews in Jedwabne. 22 persons were prosecuted and half of
them were sent to jail with sentences between 8 and 15 years.
Do you remember anything more from the day the Jews were killed?
Interview all characters again:

Information given to the players for this scene:
Marian Karolak:
Now I remember that the Germans all fitted into one car, but I was forced to receive them in the city
hall when they arrived in the morning. We knew that the Germans didn’t like Jews and neither did we as
the Jews had been collaborating with the Russians. All the deportations of Poles to the Soviet union was
the fault of the communist Jews. For example Slezynski’s uncle was deported! I asked the Germans if
they would interfere if we took care of the Jews and the answer was negative. So I called all Poles to a
meeting and told them to collect all Jews in the square.
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GM: So you admit that it was you who gave the order?
Jerzy Laudanski:
I was on my way to work with my pitchfork in hand when I ran into some other villagers who told me to
come with them. There was a German gendarme standing guard by the square when I passed and I
understood that they were expecting us to finally settle things with the Jews. We knew where they all
lived and so we went around town to collect them and lead them to the square so that they could
remove all the weeds. We thought it was quite ingenious that the weed should remove the weed… It
was hard work and that breastfeeding bitch refused to come despite us trying to force her. Finally I had
to tear that kid from her to make her understand that it was serious and then she finally came along.
GM: How many Germans did you actually see with your own eyes? And it was in fact your idea to have
the Jews remove the weeds?
Karol Bardon:
The Mayor gave us an order to take care of the Jews in the square and the Germans stood and watched
closely. We knew we had to solve the Jewish problem. After all, they were behind all the bad things that
happened to us Poles during the Soviet occupation and now we were just going to pay them back. Their
rabbi tried to stop us of course, but then we forced him to take the lead of the line with his ridiculous
black hat on top of a stick. When they didn’t sing loud enough, we hit them with sticks and clubs and
such that we brought. Then they finally sang clearly.
GM: So you are saying that the Germans only were watching?
Bronislaw Slezynski:
The Mayor knew that my barn was closest to the square so he told me that we needed to use it to burn
the Jews. It was so much work to kill them one by one as we had done until then so now we needed to
find a solution for getting rid of them all at once. I really wanted to help solving this problem as simply
as possible and the Germans were there all the time and photographed everything. We got the
impression that they really liked what they saw, although they were not happy afterwards as it took us a
very long time to bury the bodies. It was a really hot summer and we had to work really hard for days.

Scene 6: (Musik: Complex Heaven - Brian Eno)
Place the chairs in a half circle facing each other. The game master can choose to stand in front of them
and use a clearly interrogating tone and body language
So now we have concluded that there were only four Germans in jedwabne on July 10th and that they
were only watching. Was that the way it was?
Interview all characters again:
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Information given to the players for this scene:
Marian Karolak:
Everyone knew that the Jews had collaborated with the Russians and reported a lot of Poles to NKVD so
that they were deported to Soviet to withstand God knows what hardships. When the Germans arrived
on the 10th of July, we saw it as a sign that we were free to give the Jews what they deserved. They
were always a bit better off and had always been lining their own pockets by charging too much for their
crafts, while the Poles had worked hard to farm the land with their bare hands. After a short meeting
with the Germans where I quickly got their permission, I called all Poles to a meeting and gave orders
that the Jews should be killed, all of them. Those who didn’t come because they were already out
working I had to go get myself.
Jerzy Laudanski:
It was in fact the mayor himself who gave the order to me to go collect the Jews and bring them to the
square. Finally, we would be able to get some pay back for everything they had done to us honest Poles.
The time had finally come now that the Russians had left. Those Jews were always so arrogant and selfrighteous although the only reason for them being rich was that they had lined their pockets from our
work. Especially that girl, Gitele, had always looked down on me and now when she refused to come I
could finally show her where her place was. I tore that kid from her breast and killed it by hitting it
against the wall. I got soaked by the brains and forced that bitch to clean my coat before we left. Finally
she willingly came with me to clean weeds with a spoon on the square.
Karol Bardon:
After the mayor’s order to kill all the Jews, me and a few others went up to my shop and gathered a lot
of tools that we could use as weapons. Then we forced the Jews to tear down the statue with only their
hands and a couple of small tools. When they didn’t work hard enough, we hit them. Then they had to
march several rounds around town with the statue and sing loud and clear. It was a victory for Poland!
And afterwards we finally got back some of what the Jews had stolen from us.
GM: You mean that you plundered the Jewish homes when they were gone?
Bronislaw Slezynskis:
The situation in our peaceful little village had become unbearable that summer, when the Germans
finally liberated us from the communists. We were forced to settle the score once and for all to save us
and our country. I suggested that we could use my barn to get rid of all the jewish parasites in a simple
way. When we had gathered all the remaining Jews in the square, we made them march to the barn and
then we locked them up. like rats in a cage. Then we set fire to the barn and in the dry and warm
weather it grew quickly. The Jews didn’t protest at all when we led them there, they just went like pious
sheep to slaughter. At least they could have fought back! It was their own fault that they made it so easy
to kill them. I think they mumbled some prayers while waiting and screamed something in Yiddish when
the roof collapsed.
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Scene 7: (Musik: Reaping day -  Hunger games)
Place the chairs completely facing each other with some space between so that the players are not too
close to each other.
I think we have sorted out very well what happened during that summer day, more than 50 years ago,
but I still wonder why? Why did you do this?
Interview all characters again:

Information given to the players for this scene:
Marian Karolak:
The Jews hadn’t only collaborated with the Russians, they were also known for killing Christian children
and using the blood in their holy bread. Everyone knows that. It was the Jews who killed Jesus Christ!
Furthermore, it was unfair that they were so rich and always had food enough, even during the war.
Even more evidence that they had helped the Russians and lined their pockets from the poor Poles. Such
scum needed to be cleansed out of Jedwabne and Poland. Now when the Germans finally had taken
over we could solve this once and for all. As soon as I had clearance from them, I called all Poles to a
meeting and gave orders that the Jews should be killed and that the Poles could take over their
belongings afterwards. The war was hard on all of us and everyone needed everything.
Jerzy Laudanski:
You heard what the mayor said about those Jews. It was just and fair that we finally settled the score
with them and gave them what they deserved. It was their fault that so many of us were deported to
The Soviet Union and those of us who remained were starving while the Jews had plenty. When will the
Jews apologize for all the Poles they reported to the Russians? They were like weeds that needed to be
removed! It was only fair that we finally got back all that was ours to begin with and everything I did, I
did for my country, for Poland!
Karol Bardon:
We had waited a long time for this day to happen, when we finally would get the chance to settle things
with the Jews. When the Germans took over, justice could finally be brought to Jedwabne and those
parasites be cleaned out. They destroyed Poland with their strange religion and they were only rich
because they had stolen from us Poles. Now it was payback time! We moved into an empty house. It
was just standing there and somebody should use it. Two hundred houses could not just be left empty.
GM: So you and your family moved into a house that earlier belonged to a Jewish family?
Bronislaw Slezynskis:
As the Jews did not fight back when we led them to the barn, it was like they were asking for this
themselves. They didn’t even try to stop us so they must have thought themselves that they deserved it.
After all, it was war and the Jews had caused so much evil in Jedwabne. They were spies and
communists! Everything that happened they did to themselves!
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Scene 8: (Music: Deathbed -  Anna von Hausswolff)
Place the chairs on a line facing the same direction again. Ask the questions below one after the other.
Have the players answer together loud and clear.
I will ask a few questions. If you concur say “It is true”.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Jews in Jedwabne were killed on the 10th of July 1941
The germans approved of the killing
The polish inhabitants of Jedwabne gathered the Jews on the plaza
The polish inhabitants killed them
You took part in the killing
(The Game Master turns to each of the players with a statement about something their specific
character has testified to have done and waits for a response)

As you understand this is a truth commission constituted by the Institute for National Remembrance. You
have been called here today to if possible testify to your actions. If we had told you the real purpose from
the beginning you might not have come.
None of you have before this time confessed your involvement in these tragic events, but today, many
decades later, you have told us what really happened.
I urge those of you who this day are ready to stand up for your testimony to rise and take one step
forward.
Increase the music and give the players a minute to make their decision. Then let those who took a step
forward repeat after you:
I confess to have participated
In the extinction of the Jewish population
Of Jedwabne, July 1941
It is true
If you feel it appropriate have them read it again with higher voices and then maybe a third time with
even more force and conviction.
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Ending: (Music: An Ending (Ascent) - Brian Eno)
Thank you for participating in the scenario The Testimony. You can sit down and listen to the music
playing and think about what we experienced together and say goodbye to the characters you played.
(A few minutes of listening to music)
This scenario and the characters are based on real people and events in as many parts as possible. The
massacre of Jedwabne was a mass murder of the Jews in the polish village Jedwabne. For a long time the
pogrom was considered to have been conducted by German Einzatzgruppen, but it is now clear that the
responsible for the massacre are entirely or almost entirely a group of about 40 Poles from the area.
Between 340 and 400 Jews were killed and about 562 Jews lived in Jedwabne before the war. What
happened in Jedwabne is not unique, mass killings of Jews took place in a number of small towns in this
part of Poland at about the same time.
In 1949 (in the days of the early communist dictatorship) a trial was held were 22 people were
prosecuted for taking part in the murder of the Jews in Jedwabne. 11 of the charged were convicted and
sentenced against their denials. None of them admitted to their guilt. Jerzy Laudanski continued denying
his participation until he died a couple of years ago, although many people bore witness against him. We
know less about the other persons, but all of them existed in reality and took part in the massacre.
Poland has officially accepted the genocide and the former president has officially apologized at a
memorial service a couple of years ago. Still, many people don’t admit that the perpetrators were Poles
from Jedwabne and other villages in the vicinity. The last survivors of the massacre are now gone, and
we all share the responsibility to pass on their stories to new generations.
Before the second world war, 3 million Jews lived in Poland, in total about a tenth of the population, and
most of them lived in towns where they were usually up to half of the population. 90% of them lost their
lives in the holocaust and today very few of them remain in the country, maybe between 5 and 10
thousand of what used to be a flourishing Jewish culture. In 2003, a census was performed in Poland
where about 1100 Poles stated that they were Jewish. To be able to state that, one first had to tick no to
the question whether one was Polish.
Jacek Kuron, historian and one of the most active politicians to carry through the democratisation of
Poland:
“Human hate comes from unconscious feelings of guilt. Somewhere deep inside, she knows that a people
has been eliminated and that she lined her pockets from it, that she has a Jewish house or at least a
pillow. She wants to avoid answering for this and thus hatred grows inside”
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The after process
Explain that the coming session will be separated into two parts. The first part is about the character and
the experience we shared. After we have said goodbye to our characters we move on to examining the
topics we have dealt with in the scenario as a whole. Try to keep these parts separated since you might
otherwise lose the chance to do the first part and end up in the second that is more pressing for many
players.

Rounds regarding the characters
Going around in rounds where you are not allowed to interrupt each other ask open ended questions
like:
1. How do you feel now?
2. What is your view on the character you played and how did you feel playing that character?
3. Etc.

Rounds regarding the topic
Ask questions like:
1. Could this happen today?
2. Does things like these take place today? Where?
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“Much that once was is lost; for none now live
who remember”. This year we celebrated the
70th anniversary of the liberation of
Auschwitz. The truth about what humans had
done to other humans during the war shocked
an entire world. For each day fewer and fewer
people remain who can bear witness of what
happened during the Holocaust.
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Marian Karolak
The four participants play survivors from the second world war. You all come
from the Polish village Jedwabne and you know or know of each other. Now
the year is 1995 and a few years have passed since the iron curtain fell.
Many things can be talked about much more openly these days. You have
been summoned to a meeting at the Institute of National Memory in
Warsaw where you will witness about terrible happenings you experienced
during the war, now about 50 years ago. You are all very old when the
scenario takes place, but that is an unimportant fact which you don’t have
to take into consideration. Also, please do not act on impulses to leave the
meeting.
In this scenario, you will be asked to recount memories based on short text
pieces. You are welcome to add or remove information as you wish. The
texts are meant to be starting points. The game master will most likely ask a
lot of questions that you could either improvise answers to or just say that
you don’t remember. Maybe you will come up with more details a bit later?
You can also add comments to the other characters stories, ask questions to
the others or even accuse them of having done or not done certain things.
The atmosphere will darken as the scenario progresses.
Marian Karolak – Mayor in Jedwabne. Firm, authoritative and a devout
Catholic. Received strong support from the clergy. Agitated the people by
talking about settling things with the Jews once and for all. Spread stories
about it being the Jews who crucified Jesus, that they took Christian blood
for matze (Jewish holy bread) and were the cause of most evil things in the
world. Spread the message from the Catholic church: “Lord, keep Poland
free from the Jews”.
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Scene 1
Marian Karolak:
Well, my name is Marian Karolak and I live in Bialystok where I have worked
for a long time in the town government. During the war, I was the Mayor of
Jedwabne where I also lived. I tried to keep everything together best as I
could. I continued as mayor a few years after the war, but I chose to step
down in 1949 when we also moved to get better opportunities in a larger
town.
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Scene 2
Marian Karolak
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Scene 3
Marian Karolak
In the morning of July 10th, a large group of German gendarmes, military
police, arrived in trucks. They must have been at least 60 and their
commander forced me to meet them in the city hall. They informed me that
they planned to kill all the Jews in Jedwabne that day, and that all Poles
must stay out of their way. Afterwards I called for a meeting with all the
Poles in town and told them about the German’s plans so that they would
not get into trouble as well.
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Scene 4
Marian Karolak
Well, Poland was swarming with Germans that summer. From June, they
occupied the whole country and trucks were going back and forth all the
time. I might have remembered things slightly wrong so I guess there
weren’t 60 Germans on that specific day, but they were many and they
forced me into a meeting where they told me that all Jews in Jedwabne had
to be killed. All Poles had to assist, or else we would meet the same fate. So I
had to call all the Poles to a meeting and order them to help the Germans
collect all the Jews in the square.
The Jews in Jedwabne, burned alive or not. Their fate was sealed. The
Germans would have killed them sooner or later. It was the punishment by
God! The Germans staged it all and used the Poles as actors.
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Scene 5
Marian Karolak
Now I remember that the Germans all fitted into one car, but I was forced to
receive them in the city hall when they arrived in the morning. We knew
that the Germans didn’t like Jews and neither did we as the Jews had been
collaborating with the Russians. All the deportations of Poles to the Soviet
union was the fault of the communist Jews. For example Slezynski’s uncle
was deported! I asked the Germans if they would interfere if we took care of
the Jews and the answer was negative. So I called all Poles to a meeting and
told them to collect all Jews in the square.
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Scene 6
Marian Karolak
Everyone knew that the Jews had collaborated with the Russians and
reported a lot of Poles to NKVD so that they were deported to Soviet to
withstand God knows what hardships. When the Germans arrived on the
10th of July, we saw it as a sign that we were free to give the Jews what they
deserved. They were always a bit better off and had always been lining their
own pockets by charging too much for their crafts, while the Poles had
worked hard to farm the land with their bare hands. After a short meeting
with the Germans where I quickly got their permission, I called all Poles to a
meeting and gave orders that the Jews should be killed, all of them. Those
who didn’t come because they were already out working I had to go get
myself.
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Scene 7
Marian Karolak
The Jews hadn’t only collaborated with the Russians, they were also known
for killing Christian children and using the blood in their holy bread.
Everyone knows that. It was the Jews who killed Jesus Christ! Furthermore,
it was unfair that they were so rich and always had food enough, even
during the war. Even more evidence that they had helped the Russians and
lined their pockets from the poor Poles. Such scum needed to be cleansed
out of Jedwabne and Poland. Now when the Germans finally had taken over
we could solve this once and for all. As soon as I had clearance from them, I
called all Poles to a meeting and gave orders that the Jews should be killed
and that the Poles could take over their belongings afterwards. The war was
hard on all of us and everyone needed everything.
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Jerzy Laudanski
The four participants play survivors from the second world war. You all come from the
Polish village Jedwabne and you know or know of each other. Now the year is 1995 and a
few years have passed since the iron curtain fell. Many things can be talked about much
more openly these days. You have been summoned to a meeting at the Institute of National
Memory in Warsaw where you will witness about terrible happenings you experienced
during the war, now about 50 years ago. You are all very old when the scenario takes place,
but that is an unimportant fact which you don’t have to take into consideration. Also,
please do not act on impulses to leave the meeting.
In this scenario, you will be asked to recount memories based on short text pieces. You are
welcome to add or remove information as you wish. The texts are meant to be starting
points. The game master will most likely ask a lot of questions that you could either
improvise answers to or just say that you don’t remember. Maybe you will come up with
more details a bit later? You can also add comments to the other characters stories, ask
questions to the others or even accuse them of having done or not done certain things. The
atmosphere will darken as the scenario progresses.
Jerzy Laudanski - Odd-jobber, loud and rough. The youngest brother of three in a very
Polish and patriotic family. The father was a local champion of the Nationalistic party and
was jailed by the Russians in 1939. Laudanski was a turn-coat and served the Russians under
the Soviet occupation and then the Germans when they came into power. Together with his
brothers he used to harass Jews when he got the chance. For example by calling them
names and stopping people who wanted to go into the Jewish shop. Joined the Home army
(Polish resistance organisation) during the war, but was caught by the Germans in 1942 and
deported to Auschwitz and later Sachsenhausen. Survived miraculously and returned home
after the war. In 1949 (during the communist era) a brief trial was held where 22 persons
were prosecuted for assisting the Germans in their murder of the Jews in Jedwabne.
Laudanski was sentenced to 15 years in jail against his denial and was set free after 8 years.
Jerzy Laudanski tried to start several businesses before the war, but it was difficult. “I
invested in apples and cloth. The Poles always bought from the Jew as he had lower prices.
And why, because the Jews had capital! They owned mines, storehouses and ruled
everything here and there. And I was already mad as I didn’t have a job”.
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Scene 1
Jerzy Laudanski
My name is Jerzy Laudanski and I live in Pisz. I work with bee farming with
my older brothers. I grew up in Jedwabne and there I lived during the war,
the first half in any case. I was a member of the counter movement and so I
was pinched by the Germans and deported to Auschwitz and several other
camps after that. I really had to put up with a lot of bad stuff for the sake of
Poland. Finally, I came back to Jedwabne and lived there for quite some
time, but the we decided we would be better off by moving a bit further
north. It is probably 20 years ago now at least.
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Scene 2
Jerzy Laudanski
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Scene 3
Jerzy Laudanski
Just as mayor Karolak just described, a large group of Germans gendarmes
arrived in the morning of July 10th. After that we were called to a meeting
where we were told that the Germans planned to kill all Jews that day and
that we needed to stay away. So I walked out into the fields and worked
with the hay harvest. I could hear that the Germans were doing a lot of bad
stuff in the village, and I didn’t return home until late in the evening.
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Scene 4
Jerzy Laudanski
The mayor is right! There were maybe not 60 Germans in total, but I saw
many of them and when I was on my way to the fields with my pitchfork, I
was stopped and ordered to come with them instead. They forced me to
follow them around town and pick up Jews and force them to go to the
square. The square had become completely overgrown with weeds during
the Russian occupation. The Germans liked good order and so now they
wanted the Jews to remove all the weeds. Especially I remember a young
mother, breastfeeding her baby. The Germans killed the baby and then
forced the weeping mother to come with them. They were awful!
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Scene 5
Jerzy Laudanski
I was on my way to work with my pitchfork in hand when I ran into some
other villagers who told me to come with them. There was a German
gendarme standing guard by the square when I passed and I understood
that they were expecting us to finally settle things with the Jews. We knew
where they all lived and so we went around town to collect them and lead
them to the square so that they could remove all the weeds. We thought it
was quite ingenious that the weed should remove the weed… It was hard
work and that breastfeeding bitch refused to come despite us trying to force
her. Finally I had to tear that kid from her to make her understand that it
was serious and then she finally came along.
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Scene 6
Jerzy Laudanski
It was in fact the mayor himself who gave the order to me to go collect the
Jews and bring them to the square. Finally, we would be able to get some
pay back for everything they had done to us honest Poles. The time had
finally come now that the Russians had left. Those Jews were always so
arrogant and self-righteous although the only reason for them being rich
was that they had lined their pockets from our work. Especially that girl,
Gitele, had always looked down on me and now when she refused to come I
could finally show her where her place was. I tore that kid from her breast
and killed it by hitting it against the wall. I got soaked by the brains and
forced that bitch to clean my coat before we left. Finally, she willingly came
with me to clean weeds with a spoon on the square.
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Scene 7
Jerzy Laudanski
You heard what the mayor said about those Jews. It was just and fair that
we finally settled the score with them and gave them what they deserved. It
was their fault that so many of us were deported to The Soviet Union and
those of us who remained were starving while the Jews had plenty. When
will the Jews apologize for all the Poles they reported to the Russians? They
were like weeds that needed to be removed! It was only fair that we finally
got back all that was ours to begin with and everything I did, I did for my
country, for Poland!
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Karol Bardon
The four participants play survivors from the second world war. You all come
from the Polish village Jedwabne and you know or know of each other. Now
the year is 1995 and a few years have passed since the iron curtain fell. Many
things can be talked about much more openly these days. You have been
summoned to a meeting at the Institute of National Memory in Warsaw where
you will witness about terrible happenings you experienced during the war,
now about 50 years ago. You are all very old when the scenario takes place,
but that is an unimportant fact which you don’t have to take into
consideration. Also, please do not act on impulses to leave the meeting.
In this scenario, you will be asked to recount memories based on short text
pieces. You are welcome to add or remove information as you wish. The texts
are meant to be starting points. The game master will most likely ask a lot of
questions that you could either improvise answers to or just say that you don’t
remember. Maybe you will come up with more details a bit later? You can also
add comments to the other characters stories, ask questions to the others or
even accuse them of having done or not done certain things. The atmosphere
will darken as the scenario progresses.
Karol Bardon – a very good mechanic, good at talking himself into
opportunities and out of trouble. Came originally from Silesia, in the southwest
of Poland. Came to Jedwabne in the early 30s. Bardon was a member of the
Gorsoviet (city council) during the Soviet occupation and governed the food
supply. When the Russians left he started helping the Germans instead. Moved
into an abandoned Jewish house after the Jews disappeared. In 1949 (during
the communist era) a brief trial was held where 22 persons were prosecuted
for assisting the Germans in their murder of the Jews in Jedwabne. Bardon was
sentenced against his denial, first to death, but got it changed to 15 years in
prison after he promised to tell more details.
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Scene 1
Karol Bardon
I am Karol Bardon and I work as a mechanic, you know mending broken
machines and such. Well, I don’t work that much anymore, but my shop has
been taken over by my son and grandson and it is the most popular one in
the area. I live in the same house as I always did. Unfortunately not many
others do as all young people move away to the cities where the jobs are.
The politicians don’t care about the countryside anymore.
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Scene 2
Karol Bardon
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Scene 3
Karol Bardon
Just as the mayor and Jerzy just told you, a lot of Germans arrived in
Jedwabne in the morning of July 10th, aiming to killing all the Jews. I was
working with a car the whole day and also we were told to stay away, but
the village is small so of course we couldn’t avoid seeing some of what
happened. The Germans wanted to make it clear that the Russians didn’t
rule here anymore and so they forced the Jews to tear down the statue of
Lenin that had been put on the main square by the Soviets. It must have
been almost impossible with no or very bad tools, but finally they
succeeded. Then they had to walk in a procession carrying the statue while
singing Russian songs. Finally, they had to dig a hole to bury the statue in.
After that all the Jews were shot by the Germans and they buried them in
the hole as well. The Nazi Germans were really cruel.
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Scene 4
Karol Bardon
At that meeting, the mayor told us that we must to help the Germans to
take care of the Jews. We didn’t dare to refuse as they would have killed us
as well then. They had tons of weapons! I was forced to go to the square
and gather the Jews around that statue. Then we came up with the idea that
they should sing that the war was their fault. After all it was true, as they
had invited the Russians and welcomed them with open arms as the Red
Army marched into Jedwabne. Now as the Germans finally had come and
liberated us it was just fitting. When the Germans had shot all the Jews, we
were forced to help bury them in the hole they had been digging for the
statue.
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Scene 5
Karol Bardon
The Mayor gave us an order to take care of the Jews in the square and the
Germans stood and watched closely. We knew we had to solve the Jewish
problem. After all, they were behind all the bad things that happened to us
Poles during the Soviet occupation and now we were just going to pay them
back. Their rabbi tried to stop us of course, but then we forced him to take
the lead of the line with his ridiculous black hat on top of a stick. When they
didn’t sing loud enough, we hit them with sticks and clubs and such that we
brought. Then they finally sang clearly.
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Scene 6
Karol Bardon
After the mayor’s order to kill all the Jews, me and a few others went up to
my shop and gathered a lot of tools that we could use as weapons. Then we
forced the Jews to tear down the statue with only their hands and a couple
of small tools. When they didn’t work hard enough, we hit them. Then they
had to march several rounds around town with the statue and sing loud and
clear. It was a victory for Poland! And afterwards we finally got back some of
what the Jews had stolen from us.
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Scene 7
Karol Bardon
We had waited a long time for this day to happen, when we finally would
get the chance to settle things with the Jews. When the Germans took over,
justice could finally be brought to Jedwabne and those parasites be cleaned
out. They destroyed Poland with their strange religion and they were only
rich because they had stolen from us Poles. Now it was payback time! We
moved into an empty house. It was just standing there and somebody
should use it. Two hundred houses could not just be left empty.
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Bronislaw Slezynski
The four participants play survivors from the second world war. You all come
from the Polish village Jedwabne and you know or know of each other. Now
the year is 1995 and a few years have passed since the iron curtain fell. Many
things can be talked about much more openly these days. You have been
summoned to a meeting at the Institute of National Memory in Warsaw where
you will witness about terrible happenings you experienced during the war,
now about 50 years ago. You are all very old when the scenario takes place,
but that is an unimportant fact which you don’t have to take into
consideration. Also, please do not act on impulses to leave the meeting.
In this scenario, you will be asked to recount memories based on short text
pieces. You are welcome to add or remove information as you wish. The texts
are meant to be starting points. The game master will most likely ask a lot of
questions that you could either improvise answers to or just say that you don’t
remember. Maybe you will come up with more details a bit later? You can also
add comments to the other characters stories, ask questions to the others or
even accuse them of having done or not done certain things. The atmosphere
will darken as the scenario progresses.
Bronislaw Slezynski – a grumpy farmer who owns a big farmstead in
Jedwabne. The family has lived in the village and farmed the land as long as
can be remembered. Slezynski’s uncle was deported to the Soviet Union in
1940 and never came back. Slezynski was a member of the National party and
a good friend of the Laudanski family. Shares the view that Poland must remain
Polish and that the Jewish race is immune to assimilation. During the Soviet
occupation he more than once heard arrogant Jews say that the time of the
Poles was over. The Poles were desolated by the loss ín the war, but the Jews
didn’t show any grief. If the Jews had just known their place during the Soviet
occupation, just as they did before the war, none of this would have happened.
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Scene 1
Bronislaw Slezynski
I am Bronislaw Slezynski. I was born in Jedwabne and I have lived there my
entire life. I will surely die there as well. My family has owned the farm as
long as anyone can remember. Now it is my children and grandchildren who
run it, but I have a little cottage where I live a good life. Otherwise, not
much happens in Jedwabne these days. Occasionally journalists show up and
snoop around and ask questions about the old days. Then I want to tell them
what actually happened.
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Scene 2
Bronislaw Slezynski
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Scene 3
Bronislaw Slezynski
It was a really hot day and the others already told you what happened. After
the Germans killed all the Jews who carried the statue, they collected all
that were left in the square and then they demanded that someone to give
up their barn so that all the Jews could be locked up there. There were
women and children, a few pregnant and many elderly people who couldn’t
defend themselves. They pointed at me and asked me if I had a barn and
then forced me to give it to them. The Germans then led all the Jews inside
the barn, locked it and spilled gasoline on it and put it on fire. I couldn’t
stand the sight of it so I went home, but of course I heard the screaming
from the other side of the street. The smoke stayed for a long time. I never
got any reimbursement for the barn.
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Scene 4
Bronislaw Slezynski
We were forced by the Germans to help them and as my barn was so close
to the square, I was pointed out to be the one who had to sacrifice my barn.
I didn’t dare do anything else as I know what the Germans were capable of.
We were civilians and they had big weapons. I had to show them the way
and the Jews didn’t protest at all. I will never forget how they screamed as
they died, but I did not dare open the doors to let them out.
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Scene 5
Bronislaw Slezynski
The Mayor knew that my barn was closest to the square so he told me that
we needed to use it to burn the Jews. It was so much work to kill them one
by one as we had done until then so now we needed to find a solution for
getting rid of them all at once. I really wanted to help solving this problem as
simply as possible and the Germans were there all the time and
photographed everything. We got the impression that they really liked what
they saw, although they were not happy afterwards as it took us a very long
time to bury the bodies. It was a really hot summer and we had to work
really hard for days.
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Scene 6
Bronislaw Slezynski
The situation in our peaceful little village had become unbearable that
summer, when the Germans finally liberated us from the communists. We
were forced to settle the score once and for all to save us and our country. I
suggested that we could use my barn to get rid of all the jewish parasites in
a simple way. When we had gathered all the remaining Jews in the square,
we made them march to the barn and then we locked them up. like rats in a
cage. Then we set fire to the barn and in the dry and warm weather it grew
quickly. The Jews didn’t protest at all when we led them there, they just
went like pious sheep to slaughter. At least they could have fought back! It
was their own fault that they made it so easy to kill them. I think they
mumbled some prayers while waiting and screamed something in Yiddish
when the roof collapsed.
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Scene 7
Bronislaw Slezynski
As the Jews did not fight back when we led them to the barn, it was like they
were asking for this themselves. They didn’t even try to stop us so they must
have thought themselves that they deserved it. After all, it was war and the
Jews had caused so much evil in Jedwabne. They were spies and
communists! Everything that happened they did to themselves!
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